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INTERACTION BE'l'HEEN THE SPAFS OF SEMIMONOCOQUE WHiGS WITH CUTOUTS 
By N. J-. lioff J Harry Kase J and Harold Liebowitz 
sm,lMARY 
The stresses in the tvlO spars of a model of a wing having three 
rectangular cutouts "rer e calcu.lated by t he PIBAL method) a modification 
of Southwell~s method of sy stema.tic relaxat::'ons . The model was built 
and tested in the Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn Aeronautical 
l.abura-Lor~es and. the det':;'ections and strains measured were compared 
wi th calculated values. The agreement w"as found to be satisfactory. 
INTRODUCTION 
Many modern airplane wings are b'lilt m.th two spars rather than ac-
cording to the true monocoque principle . Spars are provided because the 
full utilization for load--cal'rying :9urposes of the skin and its ~:-ein­
forcements is not possible w"hen there are many cutouts for retracting 
landing gear J wing ta:,llis J armament} and so forth near the root. The 
calculation of the inte raction betvreen the slJars is a difficult task if 
the rigorous methods of the theory of elasti.city are used. To disregard 
it, hO"Tever, is wasteful since the ribs and the skin provide a compar-
~tively strong elastic connection between the spars which relieves the 
more highly loaded spar at the expense of the less highly loaded one . 
The interaction between the spars of fabric-covered wooden "rings "Tas . 
investigated by many authors. The earliest attempt appears to be con-
tained in a paper by L. Ballenstedt ~rererence 1) published in 1915, 
while in the late t"renties Tn. von Kal~man I s group at Aachen developed 
and verified a rigorous and comparatively simple method of calculation 
(references 2 and 3). In England, D. Willians and R. Roxbee Cox worke d 
out an interesting solution in 1933 (reference 4). All these paFers 
dealt with wing structures without a load-carrying skin since at the 
time of their publication stressed-skin w"ir-gs were seldom if ever used. 
However, in 1935 Paul Kuhn showed that the Friedrichs-Karman equations 
can also be applied to the interaction problem of the more modern types 
of "ring - (reference 5) . 1>1ore recently, a theoretical solution was glven 
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by ",T . J. Goodey, who used stra1n-energ,1 methocLs in his analysis (ref-
erence 6) . 
The ,rri tel's bel:.eve that there is a need for a proced.ur e which can 
take into account variabJe cross sections, stressed skin, and cui.-
outs, and at the same time is simrle enough to be used by little-trained 
personnel . It appears that the PIBAL method develo~ed in reference . 7 
for the ca.Lculation of the stresses in reinfo:;:ced. flat and. Curv0Q panels , 
rings ancl frames, anrl r~3inforced mOllocoque cylinders is well sui ted for 
the solution of the interaction problem with an accuracy sufficient for 
engineering purposes . It is besed on the Southwell relaxation reethod 
(reference 8) . The structure is assumed to be composed of several beam 
elements having bending, shearing, ar.d i;orsional rigidity determined 
from the geometry of the wlng structure and the mechan-ical properties of 
i ts materials of construction . The foyces and moments corresponding to 
presclnibed dtsplacements 0.£ tlle encL points of these elements are deter-
mined, and the condi t:i.ons of equilibrium at these points are expressed 
in terms of the displacements. The result is a system of linear equa-
tions which in the present I'e port is solved by matrix methods . In the 
Southwell method a solution is obtained by a systematic procedure of 
step-by-step approximations. The solution yields the displacements at 
the end points of the elements from which the stresses in any part of 
the structure can be easily calcu2.ated . 
The res-.llts of the calculations ,·rere checked by experj.ments carried 
out ,,,i th a model of a two-spar wing under various conditions of loading 
and end fixation . The agr'eerr~ent was found to be satisfactory . 
The authors are much indebted to Dr . Bruno A. Boley and Mr . 
Bertram Klein for their advice and help during the constyuction and 
testing of the specimen and in the calculations, to Edo Aircraft 
Corporation, and to Mr . R. Ries of Edo Aircraft Corporation for con-
tributing the formed rib flanges. The investigation was sponsored by 
and conducted with the financial assistance of the National Advisory 
Committee for Aeronautics . 
SYNBOLS 
A cross- sectional area of upper or lower flange 
cross-sectional area of compression flange 
area included by the thin wall of a closed section 
cross- sectional area of uprights, of tension flange 
_. - - ---.-----
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Ax, AI 
AB, BA, BB, 
33, 35, etc. 
b 
d 
E 
G 
h 
area of cross section of an interspar element 
subscript~used with influence coefficients, in which the 
£irst' letter or number refers to the point at which 
the force or moment exerted upon the bar is acting 
and the second to the point at which the displacement 
or rotation occurs 
wall thickness 
deflection at end of beam element; distance between spar 
uprights (web stiffeners) 
Young's modulus 
bending stress in curved sheet of front spar 
maximum normal stress in element 3-5 at its midpoint 
normal stress in compression flange due to fwt 
normal stress in compression flange of front spar 
element due to bending resulting from T and P1 
normal stress in compression flange due to bending 
resulting from T 
shear stress in curved sheet of front spar element 
normal stress in tension flange d.ue to fv!t 
normal stress in tension flange of front spar element 
due to bending resulting from T and P1 
normal stress in tension flange due to bending resulting 
from T 
compressive stress in the uprights 
tensile stress in the web parallel to the direction of 
wrinkles 
shear modulus 
distance betvleen centroids of spar flanges 
I 4 
I 
I I 
X 
K 
L 
m 
llIDlJ 
}.of 
MB 
M3 
nn 
nlJ 
n 4J 
NlJ 
N4J 
P 
P' 
P1 
mv 
n2J n3 J 
nSJ ns 
N2J N3J 
NSJ Ns 
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tota!_ length of uprights i.n a spar element 
·mom.ellt of inertia 
moment of inertia of cm:veL:. slJ.ee·c and flanges' of. front 
spar 
mOI!1.ent of inertia of inter-spar element at front spar web 
moment of ine~ti.::l of inters:p.l' element bebreen s:par webs 
at dietance forward of rear spar 
moment of inertia of interspa::..' element bet\/een "leb and 
shear center or fron'G spar J at distance x' aft of 
S~leal' center 
constam; used in equations (9) 
ler:.gth of beam eloment 
rotation at end 'of beam element 
influence coeffic ~ents 
end moment acting on beam elementj bending rloment at any 
section of front spar element due to T and P1 
bending moment at the midpoint of element 3-5 
moment acting on element 3-5 at ,joint 3 
influence coefficient 
rotations at ends of beam elements 
end moments 
total vertical load at end of front spar beam element 
perimeter of the cross section of an interspar element 
betvleen the web -and sht;ar center of front spar 
vertical load taken by curved sheet of f r ont spar beam 
element 
~~---' - - --- -- --
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Q 
R.E .S · I , 
R.E ,S·II 
s 
t 
t, t.l., t 2 , t 3 , 
t 4 , t s ' te 
..-.. 
tt, ty 
T, T.l., T2 , T3 , 
T4 , Ts ' Te 
U, Utotal 
Ucurved sheet 
Ufl anges 
Uuprights 
v 
vv, vm 
v 
X, X l 
vertical J_oad on element 3-5 at joint 3 
perimeter of the cross section of an interspar element 
between sp5.r i~ebs, at distance x forward of rear 
spar 
8tat ic moment of a:::,'ea used in shear-s-cress formula 
fs = PQ/It 
right-hand sides of e~uations of e~uilibrium, in which 
the subscrj.pts :;.'efer to the condition of loading and 
end fixation 
perimetric coordinate 
"leb thickness 
rotations at ends of beam elements 
influence coefficients 
end moments 
total strain energy in a beam element 
strai n energy in curved sheet of front spar element 
strain energy in flanges of front spar element 
strain energy in uprights of front spar element 
strain energy in flat "leb of front spar element 
vertical displacement 
influence coefficients 
shear force; volume 
horizontal coordinates 
5 
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Y vertil:al coord.:i_nate 
y, Yl .. Y2, Y3 ' 
Y4' Y5' Y6 vertical di splacenents 
yy , Yt influence coeffici.ents 
Y) Y1 , Y2 ) Y3 , 
Y 4' Y 5' Y shear forces
 
6 
ang~e of folds of spar webs 
rotation 
ME'IHOD OF ANALYSIS 
Figure 1 shows the wing stl~ccur8 that was analyzed and tested, ern 
figurea 2 and 3 are photographs of the '-ling on the test stand. For ptJ..IL-
poses of the analysis the actual structure was replaced. by the assembly 
of bars ShO'iID in figure 4. The boxes consisting of two adjac.ent ribs, 
as well as the wing covering bet"men them in the actual structure, are 
repl.aced in this figure b.} bars 1-·2, 3--4, and 5-6. These bars are 
located at the chordwise center lines of the boxes and extend from the 
shear center of the D-shape front spar to t he plane of the web of the 
rear spar. The spar elements extend sfanFi se from the center of one 
box to the center of t~e aQ~acent box and are located at the locus of 
the shear center of the front spar and at t he web of the rear spar. 
Each element is isolated and its ends are alternately ass~ed to 
be rigidly fixed. Calculations are then made of the forces and moments 
acting on the element at its free and. fj.xed ends necessary to cause a 
unit vertical displacement without rotation or twist, a unit rotation 
in the plane of bending vri thout vertical displacement or twist, and a 
unit twist without displacement or rotation in the plane of bending. 
These forces and moments at the ends of the elements are ter:I:led "inflU-
ence coefficients.1f 
Because of the principle of superposition, the sum of the products 
of the influence coefficients and- the corresponding vertical and angular 
displacements must equal the external load on the structure at any one 
point. As IIIfu'1Y such equations may be written as there are unlmown dis-
placements. The matrix of the constant coefficients of the displacement 
--. --~--~-------' 
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guant::. ties in -chese equations :i.n the:i.r final form is known as the "op_ 
erations table," 'lry10 solution of these sj.lliultaneous e(J.uatj.ons gives the 
displacerueni:.s at the ends of the assumed elemonts for the given load. 
condi tj.on, From these dj s.p: acements ana. the infh:.ence cosfn cients the 
stresses at any point of the structure may be calculated, 
In the calcl~J.atlon of the influence coefflcients the sIa::c' ele:!l1ents 
were first assumed to have sheuX'--:r'esistant ,,;e·bs , Consequenl:,ly J the mo-
ment of inertia of the rear epar sectio::1. was corrrputed considering the 
four flange angles and the entire section of the Vleb as fully effective 
in bending, In the f:-coin spsr the semicircular lending--edge skin was 
also included in the effective croBs-sectional area, Sol'.ltion of the 
re E:nJ~ tj ng equa t; ons gave sma.::'lel" deflec tions for the front spar tha:2 
those obsel~ed in t~e exp6riments, while in the case of the rear spar 
the Bgl'eement was sC1tisfactory . For this reason the calculations Vlere 
repeated on tbe assl1mption that the shear webs acted as diagonal·-tension 
fields, and the angle of the diagonals was taken as 300 since the folds 
obsel·ved in the test appeared to 8ubtend approximately this angle. Cal·-
culations 8hm·red little effect of this angle on the displacements. This 
assumption resu2.ted in good agreeocnt betHeen calculated ancl o'bserved 
d.eflec tj.ons in the case of the front spar, but in slightly exaggerated 
calculated deflections in the caoe of the rear sIar. It might be men-
tioned here that the agreement between calculated and measured strains 
was gene:rally better than that betvTeen calculated and observ·ed deflec-
tions, 
In the calculation of the influence coefficients of the interspar 
elements, namely, the boxes connecting the front spar with the rear 
spar, the variation in the height of the cross section was duly consid-· 
ered . 
CALCULATION OF THE INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS 
Upon the bemu of figure 5 a shear force V and an end moment M 
are acting. It is knovffi that the displacement v and the rotation m 
at the end can be calculated from the following formulas: 
3 2 
V = (1/3)VL lEI + (1/2)ML lEI (1) 
As was stated earlier, in the South--;iell and in the PIEAL methods 
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onl~r Olle dJsplacemGnt Quanti 7.-y at a tim.e 5 s considered di.fferent from 
zero. For iustance} it may be s'vipv.la.ted that the free end be dieplaced 
a unj.t distance j.n the ve:;,.'tJc8.1 di:-ection (downward) while the rotation 
is prevE,nted by the const':,:aints. Then w::' th v:: 1 and ill:: 0 aqua--
tions (1) and (2) can be solved for 1'-1 and V: 
M /"E'- 1-2 :: -C! ,./L 
V :: l?EI/L 3 ( 4) 
'rhese equations can be interpreted. as expl'essing the values of the mo-
ment Maud the fOl'ce V e)~erted by the constraints upon the free end. 
of the bar when this ena. is disp,l.aced clowm;a:-d and is prevented from 
rotating. By the definition given earlier, these al'e infll.1enCe coeffi-=-, 
ciants. 
The influence coefficients correspcnding to a unit rotation and 
zero vel~tical dislllacement can be obtalned in a ~imilar manner, if in 
eqnations (1) and (2) v is set equal to zero and m equal to unity. 
'l'he solution is 
M :: 4EI/L 
V :: -6EI/L2 ( 6) 
Influence coefficients are desiGnated by two lowe:r'-case letters 
connected by an arc. The first letter refers to the force (or moment) 
exerted upon the bar, the second to the displacemen·t (or rotation) that 
caused it; con3equently, mv is the moment caused by a unit vertical 
displacement, while vv is the force caused by a unit vertical dis-
placement. In order to indicate the pOints at which the force is act-
ing and the displa.cement ii3 talcing place J two subscripts are used. The 
first subscript refers to the first lowcr-case letter in the symbol for 
the influence coefficient, and the second subscri pt to the second let-
ter. With this convention equations (3) to (6) may be v~itten in the 
form 
I 
. I 
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VVBB "- 12EI/L 
3 
(7) 
mm.s---
.b 
4EI/L 
VID.BB - 6EI/L2 
It may be Hoted that mVBB = v~BB J which equality j_s a consequence of 
M£",xwell's rec5 proca l the0rem. 
The forces and moments exer-cecl upon the fixed end of the "beam of 
figure 5 as rigid end reac t ions c&n be calculated from the requirements 
of stati c equilibriUIll. They can be expressed with the aid of the 
infll1Emce-coefficient notatj_on. as follows : 
l 
.--...--.. / .3 VYAB = -vvBB = -12EI L l (8) 
= -v~B 
The -sign conyenU on used in these equations considers as positive down-
war--J. for ces and displaeeiOOnts as well as counterclockwise moments and 
rotations . 
As is-vell knO'WIl,. equations (l) "and (2) are valid only for beelUS 
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of constant moment of inertia. hlhen the !n.oment of inertia val'iea, as in 
the jntel'e:rpar members, the deflections and rotations muet be ottained by 
i::1tegration. NU1!lerical examples are g:i.ven in alipend.ix A. The torsio!).2.1 
rigidi ty of the rear spar i3 small because of the nature of the construc-
tion. Advantage .1as taken of this fact in the calcula"tion of -the 
influence coefficients b;y ass lming this torsional rigidity equal to ze:co. 
Accor'clingly, the rear s:i.)ar ca~lllot exert any end moments upon the inte~ 
spar ruemoers, so tbat it becomes 11..'1l16Ceseary to consider the effect of a 
prescribed rotation at the rear spar in a vertical plane containing the 
interspar member. When the vertical displacement of the intel'spar mem-
ber is presc:dbed at its end at the real' spar, the mem"!:ler deflects as a 
caIltilever ,.".i th a concentrated load at its free end. 1Jhen a vertical 
displa.ceruent or a rotation is stipulated. at its front spar end, its rear 
spar end is considered as simply supported. 
In appendix B influence coefficients of Wagner beams are developed 
using strain-energy methods. With the notation of figure 6 the results 
are: 
where 
" 
+ (2d2 tan2a./h2As) ) h1 
.• ......! 
where A is the upper flange area, equal to that of the lower flange in 
this case. The influence coefficj.ents at the fixed end can be calcu-
lated from the following equations: 
----- ~----
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........ ........ 
1 
tYAB = tYBB 
........ ........ 
YYA3 ::: --YY:SB 
r 
(10) 
-( ttBB + 
........ I ttAB = [ytBIl]L) J 
........ 
'llhe expressions for tYBB' YYBB' ttinB' 
tions (9). The influance coeffic ients of 
be calculatect from Bredt, I s formula 
and YtsB are given in equa-
a twisted thin-walled bar can 
t = 
TLf (ds/b) 
(11) 
4Af G 
where t is the relativ-e angle of twist betvreen the two ends of the bar 
anQ T is the torque. TIle integration must be carried out aro~~d the 
entire perimeter. Setting t ~-= 1 and solving for T yields 
.' """ T tt 
L 
4A~ G 
1 
---
[ (ds/b) 
J 
(12) 
It is easy to see that the inflnence coefficients for the fixed and free 
ends differ only in sign. When the cross section varies, the influence 
coefficients must be obtai ned by integration. For the interspar' members 
this was done in appendix C. In view of the assumption that the torsion-
al rigidity of the rear s~ar is ze~oJ it is unnecessary to calculate 
influence coefficients corre sponding to torsion of the rear spar. 
The calculat ion of the influence coefficients of the D-shape front 
spar under shear force and bending moment leads to some complications . 
'Then the flat web develops diagonal tension . Obviously, part of the 
shear force is transmitted by the diagonal-tension field and the rest by 
the curved leading-edge covering . The leading-edge covering did not . 
develop wrinkles in the experiments. The normal stress is carried by . 
the flanges and the cur~ed sheet. The distribution of the shear force 
between the two elements was determined with the aid of Castigliano's 
second theorem. Of the total shear force P the part te.kan by the flat 
.Teb was P - Pl' The total strain energy stored in curved sheet, 
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flanges, web, and uprights, was calcu.lated and its differential coeffi-
cient with respec t. to PJ. ,vas set equal to ze:;:'o. This yielcled an 
expression for PJ. in tel.'ms of the load P, the end moment T, and. 
the geometric and mechanical propert:Les of the strnctUTe. 
Substi tutj_on of PJ. in the expression for the total strain enel'gy 
and differentiation with respect to P and T led to the end deflec-
tion and t.he end rotation, res:~ectively, by Vi:l:tue of Castigl::'ano's 
first theorem. The influence coefficients could then be calculated as 
was done in the case of the beam with shear--resiot.ant ,.,eb. Details of 
the calculations aTe given in appendix D. Numerical values of the in--
fluence coe:ficients are collected in tables I to III. 
THE OPERA'l'IONS TABLE 
In the operations table are listed the forces and moments exerted 
upon each of the joints of the structure as a result of linear and 
angular dlsplacemeats at the joints. The symbols usea_ to denote forces, 
moments as well as linear and angular displacements, and the sign con-
vention adopted, are shown in f~Bure 7. 
In order to explain how the entries in this table are calculated, 
let it be assumed that a pesitive unit rotation in the t-direction is 
Ulldertaken at joint 3. (See fig. 8.) For convenience the unit chosen 
is 10-4 radian. The effect of this rotation upon all the joints cf the 
structure LIDst next be determined. However, as was stated earlier, 
whenever a displacement is undertaken, all the other possible displace-
ments of the structure are assumed to be zero. In other words, the far 
ends of the members joined at 3 are considered to be rigidly fixed: The 
effect of a rotation at joint 3 is felt, therefore, only in members 
1-3, 3--4, and 3-5. 
It is apparent that the rotati on stipulated will cause torsion in 
element 3-4. The moment that must be exerted upon this element to 
cause the prescribed rotation is the influence coefficient it sho.Tn 
in figure 8. In addition, moments tt33 are needed to rotate elements 
1-3 and 3-5 so that altogether a monent equal to 2tt33 + tt is re-
quired. If the properties of bars 1-3 and 3-5 were not the saffie, 
the moment tt33 required to rotate each bar would be different. This 
is the case at joint 5, since the length of element 3-5 is 24 inches 
while that of element 5-7 is 12 inches. As may be seen from figure 8 
the vertical forces that must act upon elements 1-3 and 3-5 at 
joint 3 are equal in magnitude and opposite in sense. Taey add up to a 
---~-----r- -r----~~~--:-----~ --~~- -~- -'-~----___ ~-"' __ -----,. 
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ze:"o re8ul t3.I1t force. The forces and momel1ts needed at the far ends of 
the elements are also ind_icated in figure 8. The numer::'cal values of 
all these il1.fltJ_ence coefficients al'e lis ted in ta1)les I and III. 
The operations table corre8pond~.ng to the asstUnption of shear-
resistant s-par webs is p:cesentscl as table IV. Each of its columns 
co:rtains the forces ana. lIJ.oments at al]_ the joints of the structure 
correspon<1_i:lg to the dis~lacement ind.~ cated at the top of the column_ 
The location and the nature of the f orce (whether a force, a moment in 
the n-direction) or a m0Dlent in the t--direction) are shown at the 
left en<l of eC!c!l ruw . In the operations table are listed the reactions 
of the forces ancl moments wh" ell a8t upon the bars . Hence the entries 
in tha opelations table a::::'e the quant:.ties calculated earlier multiplied 
hy -1. In oU,er words, the operations table contains the forces and. , 
moments exerted by the bal's upon the assume 0. geometric constraints (the 
joints). 
In the column hea0ed t3 the entries in tIe first five rows are 
zeros. This cOTr6sponds to the fact that a rotation in the t-direction 
at joint 3 has no ei:'fect uJ:on joint 2 because of the assumption of r igid 
end fixG.tlon at the far en.d.s of t113 bars. (See figG . 4 and 8 .) More-
over, t3 dOGS not introduce a ve:-tical force or a moment in the 
n-dlre~tion at joint 4. The next item is T4 1 which is equal to 
112.36580 1nch-pol1nds when the vTebs are assUIlled to be shear resistant. 
The positive sign corresponds to the sign couv'ention of figure 7 and to 
the fact that the operations table contains the forces and moments ex-
erted upon the joints (cr constraints) . Eight digits are given, since 
li ttle additional wOl'k is involved in keeptng a large number of digits 
wben a calculating machine is used and since it it desirable to have a 
great accuracy for cbecking plITpOses . 
The next three rows refer to the effect of t3 upon joint 6. Three 
zeros are listed since t3 does not affect joint 6. At joint 3, T3 
is e<luaJ. to -(2tt33 + tt), as was explained earlier . The numerical 
value is --407.42580 inch-ponnds, . Thich can be checked easily ,vi th the 
aid of tables I and. III. Again, as in this entire discussion of table 
IV, the numerical values are those corresponding to shear--resistant 
vlebs. In rm-1 11 a zero is entered because the vertical forces at joint 
3 cancel, as 1~'as shmm in -:'he discussion of figure 8 . In rows 12 to 15 
are entered the influence coefficients for t.he fixed ends 1 and 5 mul-
tiplied by -1. 
The entries in tle other col~Ds of the operations table are ob-
tained in a siodlar ~~Der. In addition to the operat:ons table proper 
the so-called Tight-band-slde members are also listed in table IV . 
~he8e represent the applied forces and moments acting on each of the 
joints. 
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In the caJculations) as well cs jn the e:X:l1er5ments fou~n conditjons 
o"f end fixation 6...O.Q loading w8x'e COTlf:Jidl:::J:t'C'd . They a:c-e: 
8ond5 tion J , '- Both spa:rs are rigid1,y fixed to the test rig a t their 
encls 1-jOj,lltS-7 ~ni 8 in fj g. 4) and. a 500-pouno. 10ao. is ac ting ..iowmrard 
on the rear spar 5 inches outboard of jo:i nt 1. 'l'hus) for this conJ_i tim 
the external v 8\'tical 108ii, on .jo_~nt 1 i s 50,) pounlis anc1 tho ex~~e:.'na}. 
moment, in the t-d:i.rtlction is 2500 i:ncb.-'llOUo.cl.s, 'l'he lOE'.ds at all tt.e 
o~he~' joints a1'6 zero . T'ile o"06ra'::'j OilS -Calle correspon1ing to tlJeee end 
condt tions is px'esc))ted in table rv) anti tile e::l te;l:'r ..al loacls are shmm 
in the co11.1:un ~ealed -R ,11.E. I , 
ConcH tion II, T~e end fi~:a~icn is the SanJ'3 as j.n condi t10Il I, A 
500' -POl'IlG, loa.d. is acting dO'flIn·mrd on tha rear spar at joint 3. Hence 
t~e uxter'nal lo&d at 3 is 500 pouud.s} \'I11i18 tl:e external moment at 3, 
as "ell as the exterrJ1l.1 J..o3.de a t a.1_ the ot~ler joints) is zero. The 
Opel3.t::..ons table is containad in table IV and t~e external loads are 
listed ill the column headed -R.R,S'II' 
Condition 111 .- ~1e frolit spar is rigidly fixed at jo:nt 8 as be-
--_._-- _. 
fore, but the attachment of the rear spar to t he test rjg at joint I is 
removed. T~e o~e~ations t able is) of c ourse, modified because of this 
change in the end conditions, but only the operations involving a ver-
tica.l displacement Y5 and a rotation t 5 at joint 5 are affected. The 
quanti tias listed in table IV in the rmoTS designated T5 and Y 5 as 
i'Tell as in the columns headed t5 and y 5 must be replaced by the fol--
lowing entries: 
Y5 
-260.2.45798 -9 .20500 
-9.20)00 
The loading terms are the same as in conQition I. 
Condi tion IV.-· The end fixation is the same as in condition III ani 
the loading is the same as in condition II. 
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Table rr rerrcflents 2 sets of eqnatiC'ns each containiI1..g 15 linear 
equations wi lih 15 -unknoWI1'3 correspondJ.ng to conditions I and II. For 
example, row 1 can be read as follows: 
Row 13 repre sents the ~ollo~J~ng equation if condition I (corresponding 
to R.ll.S. I ) is considered: 
+ 9.20500t1 -- 3.0818933Yl = - 500 (14) 
The operations table based on the assumption of fully developed 
tension diagonal field action is present3d as table V. It was con-
structed in exactly the sOJrJ.e manner as table IV, taking, hm.rever, from 
tables I and III the influence coefficients corresponding to Wagner 
beams. 
The systems aflinea!' equations were solved by ma.trix methods . Of these, 
C:cout's prOCedl.l!'e appears to be most advantageous (reference 9). The 
di splacement quantities obtalnea. by solving the systems of linear equa-
tions are listed in tables VI and VII for both assumptions of spar-web 
action. 
CALCULATION OF THE STRESSES 
~~en the displacements ruld rotations are Lnown at each joint, the 
forces and moments exerted lJpOn the bars at the joints can be calculated 
easily '\,i th the aid of the influence coefficients. 'l'he shear force, the 
bcndiIlg moment, and the torque at ar,y point almlg the element con then 
be determined without difficulty from the laws of statics . 
As an example , the normal stress will be computed in the flange at 
the midpoint of element 3-5 for condition I on the assumption of 
shear-resistant webs. The displacement quantities needed are taken 
from table VI: 
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y. 3 = o. 39023 ilich 
Ys = 0.054731 inch 
t3 = 0.015918 radian 
t 5 -= 0.00,8959 radian 
'l'he influence coef icients of element 3-5 are re,.;ri tten from table I : 
YY 33 = 76'70 .8 poundB pcr inch 
yt.33 = -92 J 050 ponnds per :i.'adian 
£t:.33 = 1)472,800 inch-pounds per radian 
, 
YY 35 = . -7670 . S p01L"'1ds per j.nch 
it 35 = -92,050 pounds per radian 
tt 35 = 736 J 400 inch pOUJ.'1ds per radian 
The shear force on element 3-5 at joint 3 is: 
The moment acting upon the element at joint 3 is: 
,-.... .-... 
1% = t 3(ttsS ) + YS(tY33) + ts(ttss) + Y5(tY35) (16) 
Substitution of the numerical values yields: 
......... -~-~~-~-~-~-.~-. - ~---
___ ~ ____ ---.J 
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p s = 381 pounds 
Ms = --1624 inch-pounds 
Cons3quently, the bending moment MB at the midpoint of element 3-5 
is : 
MB - 381 x 12 - 1 624 -:: 2951~ inch-pounas 
Since the moment of j_nel·tia of the rear spar is 0.8416 inch4 when the 
web is cODsiclel'ed fully efrec-Give, the maxim:um stress fB in the flange 
is: 
fB = 2 ( 2954 )/(0.!}208) = 7020 psi 
DESCRIPTION OF' THE EXPERL~lli.NTS 
In order to verify the theory, t he aluminum --alloy model of a wlng 
shown in f 19ure 1 'vas designed, constructed, and tested. 'l'he wing com-
prised t'.-TQ spa:-. .. s, each having a thin--sheet "reb and four angle·-section 
flanges f01'llled on a bend.ing brake, The curved leading-edge covering was 
e.ttached to the flanges of the front spar so as to form aD-shape con-
st:cuction, The webs "\Vere stiffenea by means of uprights riveted to them.. 
Every third upr::'ght was part of a "Ting rib and "Tas a~tached to the spar 
flrulges as well as to the web , Tension diagonals d3veloped in the web 
under com.pa·L'atlvely low loads, "probably because the stiffening effect of 
the shorter uprights was sUght. 
The curved portions of the flanges of the ribs Here manufactured on 
a h;ydraulic press and were obtained through the courtesy of Edo Aircraft 
Corporation. The rib webs as "\vell as the upper and 10"l.,rer cover plates 
of the wing were also stiffened by l:i.ght angle sections which, hOvTever, 
seemed to be sufficiently :::'tgid to prevent buckling. At least no ,.,aves, 
diaGonals, or wrinkles could be obcerved in the webs of the ribs and in 
the cover plates during the eXlleriments . 
Three of the spaces be -cween adjacent ribs were covered with skin, 
,.,hile the other three ",ere left open to simulate cutouts, To the ends 
of the spars heavy machined steel fittings were riveted in order to pro-
vide attachments to the test rig strong enough to represent rigid end 
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fixation. Of the t,lO end atte.chments the one at the fron"\; spar was a1-·· 
,'lays bolted to the tast ri{!., "While th.e one at the rea:r- Sl'e,r was bolted in 
test conditj.ons I and II, and free in co~iiti ona III and IV. 
DetaiJ.s of the construction and test a~ra.nge:ro.ent may be seen in the 
photographs in f igu.:t.'es . 2 and 3. In erder to provide for a sui table a:rr-
plication of tbe concentrated.. lop,ds, stee'_ channels were r·1.veteo. to both 
s .~dos or the s:par at locat.l. on.s corrcspond:!.ng to joint 3 and to a point 
5 inche S ontboul'd. of joint L (fee fig. 4.) The exterm,l loads 'ltTe~e 
aN)lied to the steel c~annels by ple,cing "\-{eights into a fra:ne suspended 
from fittings attached to them. 
Strains were meas-ur-ed "by means of Bald.,,-i n Southwark SR-4 type A-I 
metal-octric strain bages ce!t1e:~ted in pc. ' rs 'co the aft fla1l.ges (up:per 
and l owel: ) of t~'!e front spa:r- and the fO:..' .... Tl:Lrd fla.nges of the rear spar . 
Gage s were 10c~,t0d at the cnt011t c:ections of the wing at pcints A, B, 
C, D, E, and F in figure 4 . The pairs of gages were connected in 
series in order to o"bta~.n the aveX'ase value of t:"e normal strain in each 
flange. An SH-·4 contro2. box was used for measuring the strain, and. a 
brass plug and tallered secket arl'angement waG eLlpl::wed for Svli tching. 
The accll.:ra-:!y of the strain measurements was checked by tests ::nade with 
a cantilever beam to which pairs of gages y7ere cemented. The maximum 
.. -6 
erro:;.' in strain was f01.md to be about ±10 x 10 . 
The absolute values of the strains measured in upper and 10v1er 
flanges at the Sar:le location were fOt!ni to be ver'y much the same . As an 
example, the strains observed in the rear spar in loading con(li tion I 
are sho,,~ in figure 9 . Figure 10 demonstrates that the variation with 
load of the average absolute value of the strain at any location was 
linear . Similarly, the deflections increased proportionally to the 
loads, as may be seen in figure 11. 
The deflections were measured at pOints 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 
(fig. 4) by mearill of Ames dial gaces placed on a sturdy steel frame 
rigidly attached to the test rig . 
COMPARISON OF THE P.ESUl.TS OF EXPEiUMENT AND TEEORY 
The fir~l results of the experiments are presented i n figures 12 to 
19, which contain the experimental cur.es of deflection and strain for 
the four conditions of ':"oading. The vah:.es obtatned by calculation are 
also ShOvffi in the same figures reduced to corres~ond to a load of 150 
pounds in qrder to facilitate comparison with the experimental results. 
From such a comparison the follovling conclusions can be drawn: 
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Ca:Gulated strains aJre6 ~cll w~th the experimental values for both 
s~p'ars in all the four cor.d:1.tions of loac.ine when diaBonal-~tension action 
is aSEllmed in the spar 1{ebe . The o1ly Gase in which there is appre-
ciable d~sagreement :'..s t.he st!:-ain in the rear spar fo:!." cond.i tion IV . 
HOK8ver, in this case tbe stratns al'e -very sma 1::' (at the point of great-
est dev:!.ation 13 X 10-0 corJ.:esponi:i.ng to about 13b-·psi stress) and 
consequE1ntly heJ:'d to meaS1u"e 8Zld n.l1irtportant for engineering purposes. 
'\,]hen the webs are as S1.uned. to be shear ':Bsistant, the agreement is less 
satisfactory J.or the front sj,Jar and not much dif:'erent from that ob-
tained by the dia30nal-tension assumpt-i.on in the case of the rear spar. 
As far as deflections are concerned, the diagonal-tension assump-
tion gives ~ood agreerren.t for the front spar but not quite so good 
agreement for the rear spar for all conQitions of loading. The shear-
r'esistant- 'web assumption is bette:;.' for the rear spar and less satisfac-
tory for the f:,-,ont s-par . 
CONClUSIONS 
The calculation of the stralns in and the deflections of the spars 
of sb.'eesecl-skin-·-t;)']le wings having cutouts can be carried out with a 
reasona'ole amount of ivork if the 'PIBAL method is used. Most of this 
i'iOrk may be done by l:i. ttle-trained personnel . Time may be saved if use 
is 1l1B.de of the formu.las deyeloped in this rellort for the influence co-
efficients. Experiments \ii th a model ,dng gave satisfactory agreement 
ivi th the theory for four different conditions of loading and end fixa-
tion. 
Polytechnic Institute of Brook~yn, 
Brooklyn, N. Y. , AUGust 23, 1946. 
-~~---.-- _._-
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P.PPENDIX P. 
DEF:fECTIONS AN~ ROTATIONS OF B~ EIEMEl'l'T 'WITH VARIABLE MOMENT OF INERTIA 
Tn calcl.:lating t lle \lertical a,is7:>lacement at the aft end of the in-
tet'Bl1ar element fOi' a l.mi t load at this end, the variable moment of 
inertia of the elemen'c, (rib flanges, ri'b web, ,ving covering, between 
the rear spar and the fl'ont spar we1s was calculated to be 
6 3 - 42 4 146 Ix. :: 0.00001 x + O. 00b2:x. + 0.2 0Ox. + 2. ~ 1 (Al) 
where x. is meaeUTea. from t:t.e rea!' s:pax-. In the analysis based upon 
the aeE'I'Umlltion of sheat'-'Tcsistaut Sp{'1,i' webs, the moment of inertia was 
assumed, to val'y hyperbolically between tile front spa:!:' web and the shear 
center of the D-section, being lrL:'inite at the latter point, and may be 
written as 
where Xl is measured from the shear centerj 3.57 inches is the dis-
tance bet"een the s:i1ear center and the front spar 'feb, and IF is the 
moment of inertia of the interspar element at the front spar web. 
By ~cing use of the unit-load method, the total displacement at 
the aft end for uni t load at this end is expressed. by 
20 3.57 
d = lIE [ x2 ax/Ix + (1/3. 57IF) [ x' (23.?7 - X,)2 ax' (A2) 
The first integration 'vas performed numerically by Simpson I s rule, which 
is explained in reference 10. The numerical value of the vertical dis-
p::"acement is 
d = 43.20 X 10-6 in./unit load 
• 
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To calculate the rotation a-:' the fOri-lard end due to a uni t moment 
in a vertical plf',ne contaj.ni'Jg the int€rs:par element, the uni t-.load 
met-hoc.. ~ s aga:·_n emplo,yed. For the 8.E8ul.:J.irti.ons. of .shear-resista:c.t spar 
tJebs ana. zero torsional r.i.e;idi ty of the rear spar, 
23.57 
ro == .lIE r (1 -- x l / 23.57)2 dxl/Ix 
3.57 
3.57 
-)- (1/3 .5'7IFE)[ x' (1 - x l /23.57) d.x: (A3) 
o 
"There ro is the angle of rotation at the front Brar in ~adians. The 
munel'ical value is 
-6 
ro = o. 07Tr6 x 10 radian funi t mo:n.ent 
I t may be mentioned here that in the analysis for the assumption of 
Wagne"l.' beam act5.on thE:i interspar elements were assumed to have infinite 
rigidity between the front srar wer and the shear center of the frunt 
spar. 
Beca1.:se or' the assumption of no torsional rigidi ty for the rear 
spar, for a ty:p(:a~ interspar element 3-4 the influence coefficients 
nn3 3, ny 33' ;;rn33 , ny 34' Yrl43' Dn34J 0043 are zero. The remaining ~n­
influence coefficients ma;l be obtaj ned from t 11e values of d and ro 
"'\vi th the aid of formulas ( AJ ~ ). 
......... 
= lid YY33 == -YY43 = YY44 - -YY34 
nn44 = l/ro 
(A4) 
Yll44 = n:;;T 44 = 1/ (23. 57ro) 
~-;:n34 = ffj 43 = --23.57/ d 
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APPENDIX B 
vJA.GlIffiR BEAN INFUJENCE COEFFICIENTS 
The total strain energy in the 'Wagner beam spal~ element shown in 
fi~~e 6 may be expressed as 
L 
L 
r 
~ 
+ f (f c + f co) 2 Ac dx + f~ As l: 111 J 
o 
,·rhere t is the wel' thickness. It may be stated that 
f - 2Y/(ht sin 2a) 
vrt 
(Bl) 
(B2) 
The expressions for fwt, ft' fe' and. fv are derived in the theory 
of tension field webs developed by H. Wagner and summarized by 
-- ---~ ~--. -----.-----
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Paul Kll.hll in !'efel~ence 11. In tl'e ex},):.'ession for fv: d is the distance 
he t,ve~n Upl·:tghtS. 
On Eubsti cuting tJ:wse exp~:,es :3:L On8 in equation (:J31) and integrating, 
the tot,a.l st:;.'ain enerRY becomes 
U :0 
(B3) 
In thls equat.i.on A = Ac = At . 
B:r vi rtues o:~ Casti.3liano '8 first theorem the partial derivative of 
U \T:i. th res:pect to Y yields the totaJ vertical clisrlacement d due 
to Y and T, and the pax'hal derivative of U "lith respect to T 
:r:.elds the t.)t.al rotat::on t due to v and T) d and. E being meas-
ul'ed ac the free end of the element. 
dU :0 d :: (1/2E) r __ 8YL __ + 4L3 y + LY _cot2~ + 2L2T 
cY Lht(sin 20.)2 3Ah2 A Ah2 
cU 
dT 
(B4) 
Then with d.:: 1 ar.d t = 0, as i.n the case of equations (1) and 
(2), eQ'..tations (B4) al'e sO:Lved for T and Y. In the notation of the 
iD~luence coefficients T:: tYEB and Y:: YYBB' 
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In ord.er to obtain the influence coefficients corresponding to a 
unit rotation and zero vertical displacement, equations (B4) are solved 
d = 0 and t = 1. In the notat:!..on of the influence coeff icients 
T = ~B and Y = ;:SBB = tYBB . The values of the influence coeffi-
cients are given in equations (9). 
APPENDIX C 
INFLUENCE COEFFICIE~T FOR TORSION OF BEAM BLEMENT 
WITH V ARlABLE MOMENT OF INERTIA 
For the inte~spar members in this analysis, the wall thickness of 
a cross section is constant, { ds is replaced by Px and A by Ax; 
Px and Ax are the pe:-dmeter- and al''3a of a Cl"OS6 section, respectively, 
at a distance x forv:ard of the rear spar, for x less than 20 inches. 
In the notation of figure 20, 
Px = 4(0.lx + 8) } (Cl) 
Ax = 48(1 + 0.05x) 
For x greater than 20 inches, again in the notation of figure 20, the 
perimeter and area of a cross section of the member are given by 
P' = 2(2;y + 12) 
A' = 24y 
Co~sequently, equation (12) becomes 
tt = 4Gb 
L ,. J~ A~ dx + 4Gb 
o Px 
} (C2) 
d (' A , 2 
J -dx pi 
o 
(C3) 
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The Hl1merisal vallle o'htainecl is 
it :::: l. l28)~8 X 106 in . -lb/radian 
!·..PPEND:LX D 
FRCrll1T··-S?AR INFLUKNCE COEFFICIENTS 
Figure 21 shouB a sLetch of the curved sheet and the flanges of the 
D-shalle :?ront s lJar, which carry the part P1 of the tot al vertical load 
P, and the end. l!lOme!lt T" If f s repl'esen'cs the shear stress and :fb 
tho be!lding st:::oess, the str ain ene rg;r sto:::oed in the curved sheet is 
Ucurved seeet 
(' f2 r 
= I 2. dV + . 
J 2G .j (Dl) 
1,2 dV 
V V 
the integratlon "'ei.ng performed over the entire volume. Or, in the no-
tatj on of f i [,l'ue 21) 
Ucurved 3hee t 
whe:::oe 
1 
+ 2E 
'-, 
r j 
'0 
(\ ~lQ \)2 
11 t / 
rtL d<p 
L [ ( Mt' cos <p \ 2 I ---- J tr d<p d.x \ I1 / 
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cp 
,f Ah + r2t . = S1n cp 2 2 r t COS e de (D2) 
o 
It 1.;t11 be noted that the flanges carry an additional normal stress 
due to Via3ner beam action. ':1:'0 calculate the strain energy stored in the 
ivagl1er '...leam a proced.'L:l'e similar to that 5:i.ven in appendix B is used. The 
strain energy in the web is 
r 
I 
f 
.J 
V 
2 
fwt dV 
2 2(P - P1 ) L :. ------72" 
Eht( sin 2cx.) 
The total strajn energy stored in the flanges is 
1 
Uflange s == 2E 
L 
[ f 
o 
(D3) 
(D4) 
where f t is the no;:maL stress in the tension flange due to Hagner beam 
action, ftl the normal stress in the tension flange due to bending re-
suIting from (T + P1x) of figure 21, and fc 
spond~"ng meanings for the compresaion flange. 
appendix B it follows that 
and fCl have corre-
From the discussion in 
-~--- ------- --
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(D5) 
(T + P1x)h 
= -~----
Substi tut:~nB these values in equati on (D4) and integrating yields 
r ( )2 3 ( )2 2 A I 2 P - P1 L P - P1 L cot a 
= 2E l- 3A2 h2-- -- + 2A2 ----
(D6) 
The strain enerGY stored in the uprights of the Wagner beam is 
The total vertical di splacement d and rotation t at the free 
end resulting from T and P are found from 
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~u 
ta: .. eU cll_l'Ved sheet eU emfla es cU 1 t "leb uprights d = --_._-- = ---_ .. __ ._-_.- + ---+ _ __ .E!L- + ~P dP cP dP oP (D8) 
?UtotEl.l dUcurved sheet dU,ycb dUflanges CUuprights j t = ~ - --_.- = -_._- _.- ._.- + --- --- + + 
aT c'T aT aT aT 
Rm-;ever .. it will be noted. that tJ:"le e:q:rression for Utota::.. contains P1 , 
the undote ."llli~"od. part of the to-:;al ve:>:'"ical load taken by the curved 
sl~eet. By Cabti ~J.iano I s second. th~ol'elll, 
'{hen P1 is dete. :w..:i.lled from equation (D9) and the result SUQsti tuted in 
the exp~ession for Utotal, e;uations (DB) yield 0.. and t . Then pro-
c0ed...i.ne; as in append.:i.x Band. Bl'.bsti tuting the numerical constants for 
the element und.er consideration yield 
YYBB = 13 , 767.)5lb/in. 
tYBB = -163,210 . 65 in.-1b/in . 
,-.. 
4J 378,361 .09 in.-lb/radian ttBB = 
TtBB = tyBB 
RAE = -(24YtBB + ttnB) 
= -413,305 . 439 in .-1b/radian 
l 
. I 
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The numerical constants used to obtain these results are: 
L ::: 24 in. 
h = 7.6 in 
L: h1 = 3* in. 
t = 0.020 in. 
d = 4 in. 
a. = 300 
As = 0.06 sq in. 
A = 0.12 sq in. 
r = 4 in. 
11 5 . 4762 in. 4 = 
6 ps i E = 10.5 X 10 
G = 3.9 x 6 . 10 PSl 
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TABLE 1.'- REAR-8PAR INFLUENCE COEFFIC1E~"TS 
--_ .. _--_._-_. - -- --~.----
Influence coeffi.:;ients 
Shea:;.'-resistant 
web 
\-[agner 
beam 
• __ ______ ._ ... _ ._ ._ ... __ ._______ --L.. _____ ~ 
Element l-3a 
-"---'- -"---' ---' -.-.--.- -.- --.--------,-------f 
---. 
, ...... 
7,6'70.833 Y1Y1 J Y3 Ys 2,172 .291 
...-.. ..-... ~ ..... ...-.. 
TlYl, Y1t1 , T::=';'l, Ylts -92,050.000 --26,067 .488 
T~lJ ~ ..... 1,472,800 Tsts 
T~s, ......... Tstl 736,400.000 -27,390 .169 
..-... ..-... 
y-;tlJ T';:Y 3 T~s, Y S "LsJ 92,050.000 26,067.488 
-7,670.833 -2,172.291 
---.-.-.----.--- ""-----____ . _____ ... ---L. ______ ---l 
Element 5-7 
-·-·--Y-~--~-·----l 61,366.66 6,135.8718 
-368,200.000 -36,815.231 
2,945,600 901,291. 383 
-61,366.66 -6,135.8718 
-459,508.615 
368,200 -36,815.231 
aFcr element 3-5 the ~nfluence coefficients are 
identical with the corresponding ones given for element 1- 3. 
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TABLE 11 .- FRO~T· · Sl?J\.R TNFlUEN(;"E COEFFICIENTS 
I~_~~~~;~~O~~3----'-- --:l . Shear-·l'es-:'stant Wagner ients 1.,eb beam. 
'-"-- .. 
E~.ement a 2-4 
y;J2) 
~, 
Y4Y 2 
~I 
62,066 .211 13,767.5543 
T"-'" -"'" 2Y2, Y2 t 2 , T4~r2' 
,-... 
-'-744,794. 5~1 165,210.6517 Y2 t 4 
,,-, ,.. .... 
T2 t 2 .• T4t4 1l,916,71~ .50 4,378,361. 087 
......... 
,-... 
T2 t 4) T4t2 
T4Y 4) Y4t 4) Y4-'.:;a 
I 5, 9~'S, 356,25 -41 3,305. 439 
I 
......... 
']' . t 744, 794 .. ~'31 165,210.651 -2(.1 4~ 
r 
_J -62,066.211 - 13,767.5543 
Element 6-8 
I -, 
496,529.69 41,561.5189 
"6 -2,9'79,178.12 -249,369.114 
23 ,B33,1+25 6,287:872.293 
11, 916,712 .5 -3,295,442.925 
-496,529 .69 --41, 561. 5189 
2,979,1';8.12 249,369.114 
-
.-
~o!' e1elLlent 4-·6 the influence coefficients are iden-
tical wit.h the corresponding ones given for element 2-4. 
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TABIE III .- INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR THE INTERSPAR ELEMENTS 
I 
Influence coefficients~ Shear-re si stant- I \-:agner-beam Unit 
,Teb assumption assumption 
..-... ..-... 23,148.10 34,319.578 lb/in . YJrr = YYr f 
ttff = -ttrf = ttrr = -ftfr 1,128,658.0 1,260,652 .5 in.-lb/in. 
..-... ..-... 12,859,809 17, 613,632.5 in .lb/radian llllff = ~r 
,....... 
..-... 545,600.72 732,132.04 lb/radian ynrf = -Ylltr 
~Subscript f refers to front spar; subscript r refers to rear spar. 
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TA.BL."S VI 
SOHJTION Ol!~ MATR .r.ES FOR 'lm l',sst~Il?TION OF SHEAR·-R"ESISTA.~TT WEBS 
[Linea.~ and Angular Displacements times 104 ] 
~'--'- "--- - --I---~-
IV 
I II In ( 500-1b 
(50~lb load. (500-10 load. at ( 500···lb load 10(:1d at Cand.. .... t~.on at end; both joint 3; both at end; Joint 3; ::,'ear 
srar s fi-xed.) s~ar8 fixed) s~t?ar free ) rear 
spar free) 
--
.-~~-.--- - -
. __ ._ ,- ._-
n2 radians 160 .24 32 . 702 310 .98 227.89 
Y2 inc.hes 4619.7 1720. 1 5,232.9 2125.0 
t2 racUane 124.65 39.849 136 .52 47.401 
n4 radians 84 . 315 66 .539 233 .83 211.41 
Y4 inches 1919.4 792 .40 2, 249 .1 1016 .2 
t4 radians 98 .647 37 .092 110. 36 44.628 
J ns radians 14. 342 13 .141 147.57 147.58 . 
ys inches 239.49 111.51 307 .13 161.11 
ts radians 39.751 18.435 49 .509 25 .174 
t3 radians 15'9.13 66 .529 172.51 74 .191 
Y3 inches 3902.3 2385 . 0 7,767.3 6033 .6 
tl radians 179.62 44. 217 191.69 51 . 752 
Yl inches 8452. 1 3681. 2 12,619 7508 .5 
t5 radians 78-.959 54.528 L; 0 13 68 .645 
Y5 i nches 547 .31 4D1. 39 3,938 .3 3808 .8 
HAT IONAL ADVISORY 
CO: ~ :ITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 
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TABLE VII 
SOLUTION OF MATRICES FOR v.1AGN'J£R-BEAM ASS:1MFTION 
[Linear anct Ang1.11ar Displacements times 104 ] 
1-- -or-- (5
00
- .ib-l-oa-J
1 
- (')00-~~ load1 '( ';00 "I~ -l-o-a-d--
Condi tion ' ~ I ' 
n2 radi.ans 
Y2 jnches 
t2 radians 
n 4 rad:Lans 
y 4 inches 
t4 radians 
n(3 radians 
Y (3 inches 
t6 radians 
t3 radians 
Y3 inches 
tl radians 
Yl inches 
ts radians 
y 5 inches 
at end; both I at joint; both at end. rear 
.. _ s~"::. fixe~l. spars fixed) s~ar ':ree) 
59731 
.015446 
.01316J 
.25218 
.012297 
.0033627 
.03272~) 
.0050065 
.00170180 
.56867 
.019828 
1.1635 
.0081012 
.1119) 
1 
i 
0.0]6220 
.22769 
.004b967 .016833 
.01201J .025987 
.11187 .29998 
.0046496 .013664 
.0032997 .015063 
.016;1J+6 .048969 
.0023852 .. 0061564 
.0069400 .018568 
.40506 .92556 
.0051996 .021238 
.54267 1.5552 
.0052501 I .011183 
. 09')~'rr .42183 
37 
IV 
(SOO-lb 
load at 
Joint; rear 
spar f ree) 
0.025316 
.0059464 
.021016 
.14094 
.015008 
.0]0393 
.0030680 
.0078426 
.64747 
.0060373 
,89538 
.0067089 
.401+54 
NATIt)] A1 ADVISOI~Y 
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Figure 4.- Simplified structure assumed in analYSis. 
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Figure 5.- Beam element for calculation of influence ooefficients. 
Figure 6.- Wagner beam element 
Figs. 7 ,8 BACA TN No. 1324 
Figure 7.- Sign convention of forces, moments, linear and angular displacements. 
(All directions shown are positive; upper-case letters 
represent forces and momsnts; lower-case letters repre-
sent vertical and angular displacements.) 
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Figure 8.- Effect of a unit rotation at joint 3 in the t-direotion. 
(The influence coefficients shown represent the 
abeolute valQea of the forces and moments exerted 
. I 
upon the structural elements by the oonstraints; 
the arrowe indioate the direotions in whioh they 
act. ) _.~ __ .J 
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Figure 16.- Experimental and theoretical vsrtical 
displacements, front spar. Conditions 
I and II; l oad , 150 pounds. 
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Figure 17.- Experimental and theoretical vertical 
displacements, rear spar. Conditions 
I and II; load, 150 pounds. 
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Figure 21.- Curved sheet and flanges of D-shape front spar. 
(Vertical loads and displacements as well as moments and rotations 
are positive as shown.} 
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